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Eleven publications acknowkdge DOE funding. PnMi&ions 1,8,9 most directly
relate to our Origid proposal “Structural, genetic, and molcxmlaranalyses of .~noecium
development in Ara&domis”, and derail WiIdtype gynoecium development in comparison to a
particular mutant, ~ that dramatically alters patterning of several fisues in the ~~oecium.
(see abstract on form 241.1)

Publications 3 and 4 describe research initiated under the previous DOE support, and
focus on tie TOUSLED gene, that affects the number and morphology of alI floral organs. The
TSL gene sequence suggests it encodes a protein Wase. Publication 3 documents and
characteties the protein Ici.mseactivity of w. Pubk.ation 4 documents how the Q mutation
strongly affe$ts gynoecium developmen~ and demonsbaes a synergistic phenotype m the &I
w double mutant, reinforcing their respective roks in .gynoeciurn specification.

Publications 2,5, and 6 also describe research initiated under previous DOE support.
A cloned sequence from the maize KNOTTED ~ homeobox conkining gene was used to
identify genes in Arabidomis with homoeboxes. As ~ was tie fmr plant gene identified
encoding a homeodomain, it was of interest to charactetie the frequency and fiction of this
class of gene in other pIants. Publications 2,5, and 6 describe such genes in Arabidons is.

Publications 7 and 10 arerelated to the proposed researc~ as they analyse the
mmsition from vegetative to reproductive developmen~. Light treatments that induce
flowering were used to assess the expression pauerns of the floral re=gdatory genes LEAFY
and AGAMOUS-LKE in the shoot apex. Their expression during the transition to floweting
is consisrem wirh generic data and support that these genes are important components of the
first sreps in floral initiation. Expression of the fford meristem identiry gene APETALA~
during photoinducrion indicates fiat it is transcriptionalIy activated in primordia with a
leafYparaclade bias, and in prirnordia committed to Mi.flpamclade development. Thus,
primordium fate can be modified after primordium initiation, and that developing ptiordia
respond quantitatively to floral induction si=~als.

Publication 11 is a commentary that points out the increasing evidence that auxin
si=~ali:g is critical in flower development in Arabidopsis.Genes originally identified as giving
dramauc morphological alterations in the flower, such as MONOPTEROS ~ or our own
work on mutations at the ETT’TNIocus, are now found to encode factors, likely transcriptional,
that are involved in eady responses to auxin.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored
by an agency of the United States Government. Neither
the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor
any of their employees, make any warranty, express or
implied, or assumes any Iegai iiabiiity or responsibility for
the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any
information, apparatus, product, or process discJosed, or
represents that its use wouid not infringe privateiy owned
rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute
or impiy its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by
the United States Government or any agency thereof. The
views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not
necessarily state or refiect those of the United States
Government or any agency thereof.
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